In this paper we have designed an autonomous navigation system who has an ability to bypass the obstacles while simultaneously mapping the obstacles wirelessly over an custom software program designed.
step was to make an scenario for which the module would work , which should be less complex. Fourth step was collect data generated by the robot in a computer and arrange the complex dimensions of data in a format to be used in order.
III. GRAPHICAL OPTIMIZATION USING MATLAB
The ultra-sonic sensors provide the dimensions and are been sent to matlab were we have plotted a scenario , as seen in fig.1 ,were the black blocks define the boundaries if the room being plotted.
Fig.1 The room scenario
In the next scenario we would understand how the robot would work and also how it would start plotting the scenario simultaneously, we have used the combination of color to make it clear and understandable .we can see a clear picture and understand it through fig.2 
Fig.2 reprinting robot path
Here in the above fig.2 , the red color highlights the response of the ultrasonic sensor and simultaneously plotting the scenario. The triangular structure represents the robot and the round structures represents the landmarks and the obstacles.in the above fig.2 u can see the green lines defining the distance of the robot from the landmarks and the obstacles, here the green line calculates the distance and the shortest distance is been followed by the robot .
Fig.3 movement of the robot accordingly
As explained about the calculations and the path of the robot in green color as seen in fig.2 , the movement can be explained and seen in fig.3 were the robot has been moved from its earlier position to the next position. While moving towards the second landmark , it is still plotting down and mapping the distances and the obstacles being placed in the room.
Fig.4(a)(b) demonstrating movement of robot
Further to understand the movement more precisely we have to understand the plotted and mapped as shown in fig.4 (a) & fig.4 (b). here fig.4 (a) shows the movement of robot from 1 marked landmark to another one . the green line shows the movement of the same and we can see how another landmark is attracting the robot towards itself. This attraction of robot or navigation of robot towards the landmark is by calculation of distance and minimizing it simultaneously , to make it navigate towards the marked landmark. It can be explained using the below equation : D = dx-dy , Were, D is the distance dx is the distance from landmark x dy is the distance from landmark y here in the equation dx and dy are not constant they keep on changing as the landmarks keep on changing and the shortest path calculation is done similarly and helps the robot to navigate.
Fig.5 final path mapped
After completion of the path and map of the robot , the final map is being generated as shown in fig.5 , representing the final path opted by the robot and mapping the obstacles and the landmarks simultaneously. Here we can see blue lines defining the path followed by the robot considering the landmarks and returning from the source to the destination.
IV. CALCULATIONS AND LOGIC
The SLAM algorithm has been widely used for mapping and localization. Several authors have described the computational complexity of this algorithm.
Computational Complexity For simplicity, assume that in the environment being mapped, features are distributed more or less uniformly. If the vehicle is equipped with a sensor of limited range and bearing, the amount of measurements obtained at any location will be more or less constant. Assume that at some step k, we have the following:
1) The map contains n features.
2) The ultrasonic sensors provided, m measurements. 3) r of these measurements states to re-observed features. 4) s = m -r ,where r & s remain constant , hence the size of map doesn't changes with corresponding number of steps. fig.1 represents the initial plotting of map generated from the data collection by robot V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT After completion the implementation of a simple scenario and testing the robot over we were able to plot the obstacles and find a path between them and observe the stimulation of robot.
Finally, we were able to collect the data generated from the robot, further analyses the data and feed it into mahlab and generate the pathway which would be followed by robots using algorithms explained above. Similarly, we have generated few analyses graphs as shown in fig.9 & 10 , defining the positioning error ,m with reference with time, s. fig.9 we would be able to understand how much accurate we have been able to be receive signal and plot it simultaneously.
